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This Report describes an experimental and theoretical study of elastohydro—
dynamic lubrication in reciprocating metal seals . Their lubrication was not
satisfactory under all conditions, and the aim of the work was to gain a funda-
mental understanding of the hydrodynasic conditions between the seal and counter—
face to determin, why this was so.

A rig was constructed which enabled simultaneous measurement of pressure
distribution and film shape under a seal . On the theoretical side, solutions of
the elastohydrodynamic equations are given and compared with the experimental

results. The Report concludes with a discussion of the physical factors
responsible for the unsatisfactory behaviour of the seals; sam. suggestion. are
aad~ as to bow these might be overcame.
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• INTRODUCTION

The mass of an aircraf t hydraulic system tends to decrease as the

operating pressure and temperature increase. Increased pressure means smaller

components and flowrates1’2, with an optimum in the range 45 to 6OMPa . Increased
operating temperature means that less equipment is required to cool the
hydraulic fluid , and there is therefore a smaller mass penalty .

The reciprocating elastomeric seals currently used in aircraft systems
are limited to a pressure of about 3OMPa and a maximum operating temperature of
130°C. Metal seals have been considered in order to realize the possible
advantages of extending these limits and of increasing the operational life of
seals , thus reducing maintenance costs . Aircraf t seals are currently changed on
an ‘on condition’ basis, that is, when trouble occur.; in practice, lives of

• 1 2000h have been achieved on civil aircraft, though very much less on military

aircraft. Two types of dynamic seat are required in aircraft hydraulic
actuators: a piston seal to maintain the differential pressure across the piston,

and a gland seal to prevent leakage between the jack rod and the end closure of
the cylinder. A conventional piston ring can be used as a piston seal since ,
although its leakage is higher than that of a conventional elastosieric seal ,
this is internal leakage and fluid does net escape from the sys tem. Very

little leakage can be tolerated from a gland seal, however, and a piston ring
is therefore not suitable.

Walsh, Westcott and Lydiard
3 studied a possible design of metal seal , but

• 
found its performance unsatisfactory for reasons which will be discussed in
section 2.1 • The work was therefore extended to a more fundamental investiga-
tion aimed at understanding in detail the operation of these seals, the ultimate

objective being to use the knowledg, thus gained to improve their design. This

• Report describes how this investigation was carried out and the results obtained,
discusses possible reasons for the shortcomings of the present seal design, and
suggests how these problems might be overcome. Parts of the work have already
been published: descriptions of the experimental techniques u s d 4’5’6 form a

small proportion of the whol, and have been included in this Report for
completeness , but theoretical work which has been published elsewhere 7 has been
omitted . Ths work has also been written up and submit ted as a Ph .D . Thesis8

which covers similar ground to this Repor t ha t, with the .xception of the results
and discussion , in uuch greater detail .
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2 PREVIOU S I~*K

2. 1 Development_of metal seals

Fig.1 shows the type of metal seal considered by this study. It is

basically a truncated metal cone, clamped and statically sealed by 0—r ings at
one end and having an interference f i t  on a hydraulic jack rod at the other.
This interference provides a radial sealing force between the lip of the seal
and the jack rod when the pressures are equal on both sides of the seal. The
sealing force increases with increasing internal system pressure, which acts
upon the outer surface of the seal . Due both to the interference and to the
differential area between the outer surface (which is exposed to pressure ) and
the contact area between seal and rod , the radial stress at the sealing surfaces
always exceeds the pressure to be sealed; the sealing force is therefore
sufficient to prevent static leakage . Terminology which will be used later to
describe the various parts of the seal is given in the figure.

The seal shown has a step at the outside edge of the contact lip (as
indicated in the figure). This feature was absent from earlier seals and was

introduced for the more fundamental work described in this Report in order to
define the contact length between seal and jack rod more precisely.

The seals tested and reported in Ref .3 were found to give extremely high
values of breakout friction (that is , the force required to initiate stroking) ,
of the order of I 000N. The leakage, on the other hand, was found to be virtually
zero until wear on the lip had reduced the int erference f i t  between seal and rod
to zero after about ISO 000 stroking cycles, at which point leakage increased

dramatically and failure was considered to have occurr ed . The life of the seal
could be increased to 165 000 cycles by flame plating the lip with tungsten
carbide. By varying the seal prOportions3 it was possible both to increase the
friction still further sit] to r duc. it to within more acceptable limits.
Leakage was apparent for seals having low values of fric tion, and a thin film of
oil was visibl, on the surface of the jack rod • This suggested that a hydro-
dynamic oil film can exist under the seal lip, resulting in much lower friction
values. Seal shapes associated with low dynamic friction also gave law breakout
friction.

In an attempt to reducs friction Li the boundary lubrication regime a

~~~~er of possibl. coatings for the seal lip was. It was found that
th. very hard tungsten carbide coatin g gave good results provided that the
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coating remained intact, but that rapid wear ensued if the coating was damaged .
At the other extreme silver plating gave a slightly higher friction and wear

rate , but d id not break up. However , potential improvements in seal performance
due to these coatings were much less than those which had been achieved by
operating the seal in the hydrodynamic , instead of boundary , lubrication regime .
It was theref ore decided to make a fundamental study of the hydrodynamic lubrica-
tion of these seals , and to determine the effect of operating parameters , seal
material and geometry on the lubricant fi lm. Of course even when a seal
normally operates in the hydrodynamic regime the boundary regime is unavoidab le
in some parts of its duty cycle (for example when stroking begins). Thus

suitable coatings could eventually become important , but fur ther work on them
was deferred until studies of the elastohydrodynamic regime were complete .

2. 2 Elastohydrodynamic lubrication of flexible surfaces

It is now well established that the successful operation of dynamic seals
depends upon an elastohydrodynami c f i lm of lubricant between the seal and its
counterf ace to prevent excessive friction and wear; in addition , if a lubricant
f ilm can form in both stroking directions leakage is reduced because the sealed
fluid can be carried in both directions . Ear ly studies simplified this elasto—
hydrodynamic problem to that of a flexible cylinder rolling and sliding against
a plane; this model approximates to an 0-ring seal .

Opt ical interferometry techniques~~~
H and capacitance method s ’2 hav, been

used to measure the lubricant film thickness between the cylinder and counter—
f ace, and hydrodynamic pressure has been measured using piezo—electric pressure
transducers 12 . Theoretical considerations of the problem are similar to those
of classical elastohydrod ynamic lubrication , and they have been well
repor ted 11 ’13 .

• The problem of the sliding rubber cylinder may be considered solved , but

few workers have tackled the problem of shapes other than 0—r ings , the
difficulties caused by pressure differentials across the seal, and the effect of
confining the seal in a housing . Dowson and Swales12 carried out some model
experiments with square—section rubber blocks and concluded that their elasto—

hydrodynamic behaviour was quite different from that of cylinders

Simultaneous measurements of pressure distribution and film thickness in
an actual seal were first reported by Field and Nau ’4 , who studied the piston

• seal of a hydraulic jack. Pressure was measur ed by a piezo—elactric transducer
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and fi lm thickness by a capacitance method; the seal was of square cross section.
Theoretica l work by the same showed qualitative agreement with the
experiments . The results were quite different from those which had been obtained
vith an 0—ring; further work by Fi~ld

16 on a U—seal has shown its elastohydro—

dynamic behaviour to be different again from 0—ring and square section seals .

Thus while much work has been done on seal models, particularly of the
0—ring, far less is known about other shapes of seal, or how well models

represent actua l operating conditions. Since different shapes of elastomeric
seal show different elastohydrodynamic behaviour, it was thought unlikely that
any of the previousl y reported research would be directly relevant to metal
seals.

3 TEST RIG

3.1 Introduction

The main experimental requirement is to measure the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution and the oil film thickness between the seal and the jack rod. The

techniques of Dovecit and Svales’2 mentioned in the previous section were thought

to be the most suitable. Field and Nau~~ had successfully applied these methods
to the study of a rubber piston seal; using a seal of this type enabled them to
mount their transducers in the wall of a hydraulic cylinder. Since there is
little difference in principle between elastomeric gland seals and piston seals

their work was considered to be applicable to both types . In contrast the metal
seal of the type being studied is more diff icul t  to arrange as a piston seal
mod there is not much need for its development in this role. A difficult problem
in studying the metal gland seal is therefore to mount the instrumentation
insid, the hydraulic jack rod. The manner in which th1~s was done will be
described in section 3.2 .

The instrumented jack rod is a straight cylinder running through a hollow
test block with a seal at either end , and there is therefore no net hydrostatic
force acting on the rod. One end of the test block houses the test seal and the
other end a labyrinth seal. Stroking is achieved by means of a driving jack,
and stroha reversal is by limit switches and an electrohydraulic selector valve.
The re are two types of relative motion between a gland seal and a jack rod:
outscrokes, in which a point on the jac k rod moves from inside to outside the
sealed cylinder; and instrok.s, where motion is in the opposite direction. The

interior of the test block can be pressurized, *it] the pressure cycle is
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controlled by limit switches. Pressure can be applied on outstrokes only, on

instrokes only, or on both strokes . Pressure is supplied to the test block via
a double—ended hydraulic actuator. Pressure from a hydraulic power pack is fed

into one end of the actuator; the other end contains the test fluid, and this is

connected to the test block. Test fluid can thus be isolated from the working
fluid of the main pressure supply enabling different fluids to be tested in

contact with the seal without the necessity for dismantling and cleaning the

whole of the main power pack. The main purpose of changing flu ids in these
tests was to simulate temperature variations using oils of different viscosities,
but obviously different fluids might need to be investigated f or other purposes.

Profiles of pressure distribution and film shape are displayed on an

oscilloscope. To enable the trace to move in opposite directions for outstrokes

and instrokes the horizontal trace deflection is achieved by means of a displace—

sent transducer connected to the driving jack. Stroking speed is measured by an

inductance transducer and displayed on a digital voltmeter; the sampling of this

voltmeter is controlled by a microswitch which is in turn activated by the

driving jack. By adjusting the position of the microswitch sampling can be done

at the same instant that the probes pass under the seal.

Friction is measured by means of~ a load cell situated between the driving
jack and the test jack. The results inevitably contain components due to the

friction of both seals; however the friction of the labyrinth seal is assumed to
• be very low and neglected. No provision was made for measuring leakage directly;
• equipment to do this has been developed , but many hours’ testing is required to

obtain a reliable result, and this was not thought feasible for this fundamental
• study .

3.2 Pressure measurement

• A piezo—electric pressure tr ansducer was mounted inside the jack rod as
shmm in Fig.2 in order to asurs hydrodynamic pressure • Pressure acts on the
end of a piston which projects onto the surface of tise rod , and the resultant

force is transmitted by the piston to the pressure—sensitive face of the trans—
dicer; the clearade. between the piston and the rod is sealed at the rod surface

with a flexible epoxy resin to prevent leakage of fluid into this space. With-

out the pis ton , with fluid impinging directly on the pressure transducer , the

values of fluid trapped inside the rod would be very large relative to the
values of fluid in the oil film; the pr.dict~d compression flow due to typical
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hydrodynamic and system pressures wou ld then be of the same order as the oil

volume. This would obviously cause inaccurate readings, so the piston is

necessary.

The cable from the, transducer passes down the centre of the rod and is
connected to a charge amplifier . The total input impedance to , the charge

amplifier, including transducer, cables and connectors, must exceed ~0
14
~ for

sat isfactory response. The connector on the transducer could not be cleaned
once the rod had been assewhled, so a sheath made of a high resistance silicone
rubber was moulded around the junction to exclude moisture.

The pressure probe is self—calibrating, since system pressure acts as a

reference, and this can be measured statically with a simple Bourdon gauge.

3.3 Film thickness measurement

Changes in capacitance between the seal and an insulated brass insert

in the jack rod are used to deduce oil film thickness. The capacitance

changes are measured by a frequency modulation technique: the probe forms

part of an oscillator circuit, and changes in capacitance produce

corresponding changes in the frequency of oscillation. These frequency

changes are converted by a demodulator to a dc output proportional to

capacitance. To obtain a signal which is directly proportional to film

thickness rather than capacitance, and to eliminate the effect of stray

capacitances, the demodulator output is processed by a small analogue computer

network.

The mounting of the capacitance probe is shown in Fig.2. In order to

assei~~le the rod both probes were first mounted on tapered plugs; these were

then pressed into tapered holes drilled radially in the rod. The axial length

of the capacitance probe is 0 .Si , giving the same axial resolution as the
pressure probe. Circuaferentially, however, the film thickness is averaged over •

about 1~~~. After asseièly and final grinding, a Talysurf prouiloaster was used
to check whether the capacitance probe was flush with the rod surface (a stylus

is traversed across the surface of interest, and vertical motion of th. stylus is

converted into an electrical sigi~ l which is amplified and recorded on a chart
recorder). This showed that the probe had suffered a permanent depression into
the rod of O.73~~, so thia had to be allowed for in subsequent asure .snts .

Two methods were used to cal ibrate the film thick ness asur ing system .
first was to measure all the various circuit par ters and thenc. calculate
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the relationship between demodulator output and film thickness. The second was

to calibrate directly by measuring the demodulator output due to a known f i lm

th ickness . Careful measurement showed the radial clearance between the j ack rod
and a flange of the seal housing to be between 7Opm and l4pm. The clearance

calculated from the demodulator output was between 72pm and 75pm after due

• allowance had been made for the depression of the probe . This agreement was
considered to be adequate confirmation of the calibration.

~*ien system pressure was applied it was found that the measured clearance
increased between jack rod and flange; whilst deformation of flange and rod
under pressure are to be expected , it seemed possible that some of this increase
might be due to depression of the capacitance probe into the jack rod. By

• • changing the system pressure from 0 to 13.~ (Pa the radial clearance was increased

by 7pm. Tr~ating the flange as a compound cylinder and the jack rod as a simple
cylinder the corresponding expected change in clearance was calculated to be
about 5pm . This gives a probe depression of about 2pm at 13.8MPa.

3.4 Test conditions

All the experimental results refer to a brass seal with a silver—plated

lip. Two such seals were manufactured, and are designated A and B. A Talyrond

showed seal B to be the more nearly cylindrical, and so this seal was used for
almost all the experiments; seal A was used to examine the effect of changing

the seal geometry. The dimensions of seal B are given in Table I .

Three test fluids were used: DP47, 0M160 and diesel fuel. DP47, or

Silcodyne ‘Ii’ , is a chlorinated silicone polymer capable of operating at
temperatures in excess of 200°C, and is the fluid with which the seals are
ultimately intended tobe used. As all the experiments were conducted at an

aobient temperature of 22°C, the other two fluids were used to simulate changes

in viscosity at both ends of the temperature range. 014160 is a straight mineral

oil having a viscosity about six times greater than that of DP47 at aubient
temperature; the viscosity of diesel fuel is about 20 times less than that of
DP47 at that temperature . The relevant properties of the test fluids are given
in Table 2.

The stroking speed of the test jack could be varied from 0 to 250mm/s.
However, at low speeds the motion was found to contain a large oscillatory com—

• ponent and this prevented a steady state being attained . B~sadings were therefore

not taken at speeds below 60ma/s; the oscillatory component becomes negligible
at approximately 50mm/s.
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3.5 Preliminary experimental results

At zero system pressure an oil fi lm and hydrodynamic pressure generation
were observed both on outstrokes and instrokes using DP47 or 0M160 fluid. There

was no such evidence of hydrodynamic lubrication using diesel fuel, and few tests

were made with this fluid to avoid damage to the sliding surfaces. When system

pressure was applied lubrication was maintained on the outstrokes but on the

instrokes records showed no hydrodynamic pressure and negligible film thickness.

Subsequent investigations were therefore confined to the outstroke and system
pressure was reduced to zero on the instroke to avoid unnecessary wear.

Fig.3 shows typical oscilloscope traces of pressure distribution and f ilm

thickness. The transition from system pressure to atmospheric pressure can be
clearly seen on the outstroke, where significant hydrodynamic pressure genera-

tion occurs. On the instroke , system pressure is zero, and a very small hydro—
dynamic pressure is visible at the instroke inlet. An oil film can be seen on

outatroke s, although it appears that electrical breakdown occurs at the outlet,
where the f ilm is thin . Electrical breakdown can be seen over almost the whole
contact during instrokes. The outetroke film shape is remarkable in that the

film at inlet and outlet is relatively much thinner than at the centre of the

contact, but no cavitation occurs. This is contrary to expected hydrodynamic

behaviour, and this point will be dealt with in more detail in section 4.1.

Increasing the system pressure caused large distortions of the seal, and

it was decided that seals A and B were unsuitable for pressures above 14Z4Pa.

Film thickness was found to vary by a factor of about two when the jack

rod was rotated relative to the seal, and this is thought to be due to out—of—
roundness of the seal. Although the basic features of the lubrication remained

unchanged with rotation , it was necessary to ensure that the angular position

of the rod remained constant When making systematic measurements of, say, the
variation of inlet film thickness with speed.

It was found that the Jack rod had to stroke about twice th. length of the
seal lip5’6 at constant speed in order to attain steady—state conditions in the
oil film. This was determined by viewing traces at different stroke lengths

until two successive traces were identical. Changes in the oil film are propa—

gated axially at about the average oil velocity, which in this case is about half
the stroking speed , so the criterion for reaching the steady state has some
theoretical foundation
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The purpose of this section has been to describe general experimental
observations of a qualitative nature on the behaviour of the seal. Before

presentation of systematic, quantitative results, however, it is pertinent to

examine the elastohydrodynamic problem theoretically. A particularly important

• theoretical consideration is whether the observed pressure distribution and film
• shape are compatible . Normally the rapidly diverging oil film found under the

• seal would be associated with a region of cavitation: in fact , pressure in the
diverging film actually increases. This problem will be discussed under the

next heading.

4 THEOR~rICAL STUDY

4.1 Hydrodynamic theory

The oscilloscope traces of Fig.3 show hydrodynamic pressure increasing

in a region of diverging oil film and regions of relatively thick film

associated with high pressures. This is contrary to expected hydrodynamic

behaviour, where diverging oil films are usually associated with cavitation and

pressures are highest in the thinner regions of an oil f i lm . For most hydro—
• dynamic situations this is true, and it has been shown by Blok’7 and Theyse18

that if the film shape is similar to that shown in Fig.3 , with minima at the
inlet and outlet and a maximum inbetween, then if rupture of the fluid is not
to occur the film thickness at the centre of the contac t hmax < Th0~ 2 ;
is the film thickness at which the pressure gradient dp/dx — 0 . The author,
however , has considered slightly different hydrodynamic conditions and shown

that under some circuastances there need be no limit to the film thickness at

the centre of the contact, and that the pressure in this region can be high
relative to that in the thin film region at the inlet . The theoretical arguments
are examined rigorously in Ref.7; it is sufficient here to state that the

circumstances necessary for these unusual hydrodynamic conditions to exist are

satisfied in the seal.

Four distinct shapes of pressure distribution can be define d that are
relevant to seals, and are shown in Fig.4. All these pressure distributions
correspond to films shapes which are thin at in let and outlet with a central
maximum Lnbetwen. A distribution of the type shown in curve I will hereafter

be designated mode I, a curve II distribution mode II, and so on. The important

difference between these pressure distributions is the nuwhsr of points of
inflec tion on them, the position of these points in relation to tb~ pressure
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maxima and minima , and the mmmber of such maxima and minima. For example,
curve I has only one suc h point of inflection between pressure peaks and trough.,
whereas the other curves have more . The f i lm shape corresponding to mode I is
subject to the constraint that hmax < 3b0/2 . For modes II , III and IV ,
however , it can be shown that hma > 3h0/2 . The pressure distribution of

• Fig.3 conforms to the shape of a mode II solution, hmax is therefore unlimited ,
and the two experimental results can therefore be compatible.

The difference between the film thicknesses corresponding to modes II,
III and IV is in the film thickness minimum at the inlet. Denoting this

minimum by hmj then: f or mode II ham < h~ ; for mode III ~~ ‘ hmi 
< 3h

0/2;
and for mode IV 3h /2 < h < h . Each mode has certain salient featureso mm max
which may enable it to be identified qualitatively from the oil film profile. as
well as from the pressure distribution. Thue in practice the film shapes
corresponding to modes I, II and III are characterized by film thickness

minima which are of similar magnitude at inlet and outlet; mode I can be
identified by the relatively smell central film thickness maximum . Modes II and
III are extremely difficult to distinguish qualitatively from film thickness

alone , but mode IV can be distinguished from II and II~ by the fact that the
inlet minimum is generally much larger than the outlet minimum .

4.2 Elasticity

Deflection. of the surfaces bounding the hydrodynamic oil film modify the

pressure distribution, and a full treatment of the problem therefore requires

the simultaneous solution of th. elasticity and hydrodynamic equations. In the

pres ent case this means calculating the deflection. of the metal seal and the
jack rod due to an arb itrary pressure over their surfaces.

An analytical solution is availa ble 19 for the stresses and deflect ions of
a solid circular cylinder subjected to a discontinuous pressure on its curved
surface . Sy using the coispl.x Fourier integral transform the rad ial deflection.
at the sur flhc. of a cylinder subject to the pressure loading

p . o  • x~~~~ O ; p — p 0 , z ) 0

are given by the indefinit, integral
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where p is pressure, x the distance along the axis of symeetry, z a d u y
• variable, E the elastic modulus, u the radial surface displacement, 9 the

• jack rod radius, v Poisson’s ratio, and 1
0 

and I~ are modified Bessel
• functions of the first kind, of orders zero and one respectively. Evaluation

of this integral is described in Ref.8. An arbitrary pressure distribution can
- 

then be idealized as shown in Fig.5 , and the surface deflections found by
superposition.

Finite element techniques were used to calculate the deflections of the

seal. The seal is divided into a number of discrete elements joined at the

nodes, and by minimizing strain energy the analysis produces a set of linear

• equations

f — D~i

where f is a column vector of nodal forces , V a vector of nodal displacements,
and D a square matrix known as the stiffness matrix. Loading is applied in the

• vector f , sufficient nodal constraints are applied to prevent rigid body

movements, and the equations are solved for V • A computer program which

employs axisymmetric isoparametric cubic elements, such as are described by

Zienkiewicz20, was written for this purpose.

The ‘elastic ’ film thickness h is obtained from the deflection. by the

rela tionship

h — u + v + c — i

• where u and v are the rod and seal deflection s respectively, i is the
radial interferenc e between seal and rod at some fixed datum point, and c is

the undef armed profile of the seal lip relative to this fixed datum caused, for

example, by wear and machining imperfections; h, u, v and c are functions

of x and i is a constant . The profile of an actual seal is measured with

a Talyaur f and used in the theoretical calculations .
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4.3 Iterative solution of the elastohydrodynamic eq~uations

A computer program was written to solve the equations discussed in the
preceding sections; there is still the problem of coupling them so that both the
elast icity and hydrodynamic equa t ions are satisfied simultaneously.

Two co~~~n iterative schemes are shown in Fig .6. The solution for the
seal is achieved in two stages and uses both schemes. In the first stage the
inverse scheme is employed; an initial guess at the pressure distribution is
modified manually by the programmer to bring the deflection. and film thickness
into better agreement . The efficiency of this process depends upon operator
experience , but a reasonably good solution can be obtained in about five cycles.
This is then used as the starting estimate for an entirely automatic iterative
procedure in the computer program.

The most obvious automatic procedure is the direct method described , f or
example, by Stephenson and Osterle21 . Film thickness gives a pressure distribu-
tion via Reynolds equation, this gives an elastic deflection , and the new shape
is used as the film thickness for the next iteration. Although the region of
convergence can be extended by under—relaxation, that is by weighting the new
film thickness with that from the previous iteration, the method basically works
only for light loads, when the deflections are small relative to the film thick-
ness. At higher loads, when the deflections are larger , alternative methods must
be sought . The simple scheme was found to diverge in the case of the metal seal.
The aethed eventually adopted to close the loop and obtain the next estimate of
film thickness is as follows.

Having obtained the starting approximation , the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution and the corresponding elastic deflection. are very sensitive to
values of inlet and outlet minimum film thickness; therefore if the film thick-
ness and elastic deflect ions are in reasonable agreement the values of inlet and
outlet minim. obtained from the inverse Reynolds equation must be quite accurate.
The maximum film thickness has little effect on the pressure distribution , how-
ever, and is therefore known only approximately. The absolut e value s of elastic
displacements are sensitive to pressure, but the deformed shape is not, so it
follows that the differences between the maximum f i lm thickness and its minimum
values are also known accurately. The iterative procedure is to use values of
inlet and outlet minima obtained fro. the inverse Reynolds equa t ion as a datum
for the elastic deflections , and thereby obtain a new f i lm thickness. This is
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used to calculate a hydrodynamic pressure distribution, which in turn gives a

new set of deflections. To a first approximation the system has two degrees of

freedom, and the inlet and outlet minima are adjusted until values of film

thickness agree with the corresponding deflection. to within some specified limit.

Once a fully converged solution has been obtained the initial stage of m.nual

iteration can be dispensed with, since by successively incrementing variables

each solution can be used as a starting estimate for the next case.

• 4. 4 Non—dimensionalization of the problem

• The elastohydrodynamic equations to be normalized are of the form

- 6n~U~~ h]~~~~

h — f K1 (x,z)p(z)dz + ~~K2 (x,s)p( s)d s + c — i

where the f irst  integral denotes a linear operation on the pressure distribution

to obta in the deflection s of the jack rod and the second integral denotes a

similar operation for the seal. The range of the second integration implies that

p(s ) refers to the pressure acting over the entire surface of the seal , and

includes atmospheric and system pressures.

Neglecting the deflections of the jack rod and replacing the second

integration by a matrix multiplication,

where v is a vector of the seal deflections, L the length of the contact,

E the elastic modulus of the seal, L the pressure acting over the surface of

the seal, and K a dimensionless compliance matrix . Puttin g P • p/E gives

H — t i lL 1 x/L C c L  I .i /L

lot a numerical solution the normalized equations at nod. i become
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_aEP~ dP 6~0U ~ 
— ciS

H — k .P. +C. — Ii i.jj 1
• — 1

where the elements of K are a function of the geometrical groups

P.IL , t
1
/L , t2/L , L

1
/L , L2/L .

The solution of the equation thus depends upon

nU  - c c c
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..., -~~~, v

and the geometrical groups . In theory the profile can vary in a completely
arbitrary manner along the entire length of the seal , but in practice this
varia tion is very limited . Most of the variables are ratios of lengths, so for
given relative proportions of the seal the nuáer of variables is greatly reduced .
Other variables such as friction, leakage and total seal ing load, which are

• derived from the basic equations, y also be non—di.ensionalized .

J The dimensionless parameters are su arized below for a given relative
seal geometry:

U . n~U/~ . speed par ter
— p5lE pre ssure par amet.r

C — materials par~~~ ter
I — i/L interference parameter

• v/ EL total lend

I • 1/*4. . frictima
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5 THEORETICAL RESULTS

5.1 General comments

The results presented below are for a seal having the dimensions of seal

B shown in Table I , except where the effect of varying geometrical proportions

is discussed in section 5.6. Only the isothermal case is treated, and the

lubricating fluid is assumed to be Newtonian. Values of the dimensionless para-

meters were chosen to correspond with experimental conditions for easy
comparison . For reasons given in section 3.5 only seal outstrokes are
discussed . Unless otherwise stated , solutions were obtained by the automatic

iterative procedure ; manual solutions are given where the automatic procedure

would not converge or where a marked difference was found between the two

solutions.

It has already been noted that the seal profile and interference vary

circuaferentially and are difficult to measure accurately. Standard profiles

were therefore defined when studying the effect of varying speed, pressure, etc.

Three profiles were used corresponding to Talysurf traverses of the seal lip,

and are shown in lig.7.

5.2 Variation of speed parameter

This parameter can vary over a wide range because of the large change in

oil viscosity with temperature. For a brass seal lubricated by DP47 hydraulic

fluid over the temperature range —40°C to +200°C and at stroking speeds of from

6O~~~s to 250 /s the speed parameter lies in the range 3 X IO~~~ to 3 x

The results given below are at a pressure parameter value of 6.85 X l0~~; this

value was chosen because it corresponds to 6.89MPa (1000 lb/in2) system pressure
• for seal B, which is experimentally convenient and more results are available

for comparison . It also lies roughly in the centre of the pressure range die—
• cussed in section 5.3.

Fig.8 shows the pressure distribution and film thickness at ii — 5 x ~~~
Both profiles exhibit the features which have already been discussed at some

length: in particular, a rapidly diverging film is associated with a high and

increas ing pressure . In the terminology of section 4.1 it is a mode II

solutions this means that at the centre of the film h > 3b0/2 , and at the

inlet hmi~ ho • lig.9 shows the speed increased to 0~
0. Both inlet and

• outl•t pressure peaks are reduced, but the total load ~ and the film thicknes s

~I) increase , as expected . In more conventional elastohydrodynamic contacts the
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outlet pressure spike, which is mainly due to the exponential increase of

viscosity with pressure, becomes more pronounced with increasing speed . It

therefore seems reasonab le to attribute the peak found under the seal to some
other cause .

If the speed is increased further to 1.44 x 10 10
, as shown in Fig. 10, the

• mode of solution changes. The pressure distribution no longer has a maximum
near the inlet bu t merely the series of points of inflection of the third mode.
The film thickness is qualitatively similar to that of mode II solutions, but
at the inlet h0 c hmin < ha • For if ‘ 1.8 x 10 10 the automatic process does
not converge.

Fig.lI shows the effect of reducing the speed parameter from 5 x to
3 5  x io 11 . The pressure spikes become sharper but the basic features of the
distribution are preserved . As the speed is reduced still further the type of
solution changes from the second to the fourth mode, as shown in Fig. 12 , where
ii — 2.5 x ~~~ . This mode persists as the speed is further reduced to l0~~~
and 7.5 x io I2 . The outlet pressure spike becomes very pronounced at these
speeds (Figs.13 and 14).

Since the predicted outlet minimum film thickness at if — i.~ x io~~
2 is

about 0.25gm in dimensional terms under the experimental conditions studied,
there did not seem to be any point in reducing the speed still further;
effective hydrodynamic lubrication would obviously not be possible at this
order of film thickness, given the sliding conditions and surface roughnesses
likely to be encountered .

• Fig.15 shows the variation of load with speed. At low speed the film is
thin and changes little in absolute value with changes in speed. The total load
is therefore reasonably cons tant . At high speed , changes in fi lm thickness are
larger and hence the elastic component of the total load due to deflection
varies noticeably.

The change of solution mode with speed is interesting. The computer
program is designed to seek mod e II, if it exists. The transition from mode II
to mode III is continuous (as is that to mode I, but this is not encountered
except at • 0 ; see section 5.3). Therefore , at the higher end of the speed
range there is no problem in moving grsdualty into mod. III. The transition at
low speed fro. mode II to aode IV, however, is discontinuous; the program only
seeks a solution of this latter typ. if none can be found in the preferred mode
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II (this process implies consciously abandoning mode II and starting the solution

again). If this situation is altered, so that the progr am seeks mode IV from
the outset , it is possible to obtain two solutions under the same set of
conditions, as shown in Fig.16. Thus solutions are not necessarily unique;

whether mode IV exists whenever mode II exists has not been determined . Mode II

is the more important because it corresponds to the first stable state which the

seal encounters as the jack rod starts stroking and the film grows.

• The question remains as to whether the absence of mode II at low speeds is

physically correct or whether it is due to numerical instability of the iterative

solution . Experimentally, mode II solutions do exist in the relevant speed

range, and approximate theoretical solutions of this type can be obtained by

manual iteration. Fig.17 shows a manual solution at U IO~~ , and the
corresponding fully converged automatic solution. Although this manual solution

is very good, no way could be found to persuade the automatic process to converge

on it. Convergence is always faster and easier in mode IV than in mode II, and

it seems likely that the lack of mode II is due to an overwhelming numerical

preference for mode IV, or instability in mode II , rather than physical reality.

The existence of two modes at the same speed has also been detected experiment-

ally and will be described in section 6.4.

Another problem is the lack of a solution at high speed. Using automatic

iteration, all modes are numerically unstable, but manual solutions were

obtained, and it seems physically unlikely that lubrication should suddenly

cease as the speed is increased. It was not though t worthwhile to expend what
would doubtless need to be a great deal of effor t on this problem, which only
occurs at the extreme end of the speed range.

Fortunately the fi lm thickness varies continuously with speed even
though the mode of solution may change. Therefore, although the theoretical

and experimental modes may be different, a single continuous curve may be used
to represent the variation of film thickness with speed, and is shown in Fig.18.
To a first approximation % is directly proportional to

5.3 Variation of pressus~g parameter

• The range of pressure which is of interest is from 0 to 6014Pa; for a brass

seal this gives a variation of pressure parameter from 0 to 2.75 x

However it was found that at pressures above about I4MPa the predicted oil film

bsc too thin for effective hydradynsaic lubrication to take plac..
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No experiments were performed above this pressure owing to gross distortion of
the seal and very thin oil films, and the consequent risk of damage to the
sliding surfaces. Theoretical calculations were therefore only made for

pressure parameter variations in the range 0 to 1 .37 x

Vig.19 shows the variation of film thickness with P at two different

values of materials parameter ~ . Automatic solutions could not be obtained
for P less than 4 x Clearly, system pressure is an important variable

which has a marked effect on the film thickness. For a seal with the dimensions
used in the experiments effective lubrication is not predicted for P greater
than about 1.5 x

The automatic solutions are mode II between P — 5.5 x 10~~ and

8.2 x I0~~ . Below this range there is a gradual transition to mode III; above

it, the solution jumps to mode IV. Pig.20 shows the pressure distributions at
these pressures , and Fig.21 the corresponding film thicknesses. Although no

automatic solution could be found at low values of P , manual solutions were

obtained. Because of the smeller amou nt of distort ion at P — 0 , first mode
solutions can exist. Fig.22 shows manual first and second mode solutions at

this pressur e for different profiles. The solution is extremely sensitive to
pr ofile and interference changes because the load is entirely due to elastic

forces .

5.4 Variation of materials paramete r

The pr obable variation of the parameter C is quite small. The elastic
modulus of likely seal metals does not vary by more than a factor of about two,

and if only DP47 is considered as the working fluid then ~ varies from about

2000 to 4000. However, in some of the experiments 014160 mineral oil was used,

which has a higher viscosity—pressure coefficient then DP47, and so the effec t
of varying the materials parameter from that of an isoviscous fluid to that of 

*

• steel lubricated by G(160 was stud ied . F ig.23 shows the resulting changes in
film th ickness; points corresponding to particular combinations of materials are
indicated .

The para ter ~ ii normally neglected in seals work by considering the
lubricant to be isoviscous. Although viscosity .ithanceasnt is only of the order

of a factor of two, and hence small compared with what may occur in point or
line cont acts , it does increase the film thickness significantly — at experimental
valusa of 4 the increase over an isoviscous fluid is nearly 70 per cent with
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DP47 and about 100 per cent with 014160. This is insufficient to change the

lubrication regime; for example, it would not extend the hydrodynamic region
significantly into the low—speed range, but it needs to be accounted for in any
comparison between theory and experiment. The solutions given in Fig.23 are
for if x and are all in the second mode .

Figs.18 and 19 show the effect of varying speed and pressure at two

different values of ~ corresponding to experimental conditions; the curves

differ only in absolute magnitude, there being no change in general form or

slope with material variation.

The experimental seals were silver plated over the contact zone. For

theoretical purposes the seal was treated as being made entirely of brass. The

validity of this assumption was tested by repeating the case shown in Fig.9 for

U — 10~~° and with a coating of silver 0.082mm thick over the contact zone.

The film thickness was reduc ed from 6.36 x 1o ’~ to 6.26 x 
~~~~~~~~~~~ This

effect was considered negligible, given other uncertainties such as profile and

interference, and was neglected .

If the jac k rod is assumed to be rigid then for the case shown in Fig.8
j

~ drops from 3 . 19  to 3.08 x IO~~. This is also a small quanti ty, but

since the problem had to be solved to obtain this figure , aM since the comput-

ing tim. needed to produc e jack rod deflections was small , the e f f e c t  of the

elastic rod was included in all the calculations .

Tb. elastic modulus of the seal is incorporated in the materials parameter

: Poisson ’s ratio f or the seal, however, apptars in the dimensionless compliance
matrix, and this must be considered in conjunction with the materials par ameter
if changes in the latter are produced by vary ing the seal modulus E rather than
by changing a • In practice the possible change of Poisson’s ratio v is

small; changing v from 0.35 (brass) to 0.295 (steel) changes the film thick-

ness for the case of Pig.8 from 3. 19 x l0~~ to 3 0 9  x IO~~~.

5.5 Interference and pr ofils effects

Tbss variab les have not been included under the next section on seal
geometry: they are independent variables which do not affect the d imensionless

compliance matrix , and are therefore discussed separately.

The interference between the sea l and the jack rod is one quantity which
is difficult to measure exper imental ly, and it is therefore important to see how
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film thickness depends on this parameter. Initial limits on the interference
tend to be set by rule of thumb . A minimum interference must a lways be present ,
making allowances for possible out of roundness and machining tolerances, and
experience suggests that this should be at least 12gm on diameter. If the
interference is too large excessive force will be required during assembly and
damage to the seal will result. Again, experience shows that 30Mm is about the
maximum. This gives an interference parameter I in the range 8 x 10~~ to
2 x

Fig.24 shows the effect of varying the interference over this range. The
order of the effect is similar to that of the materials parameter: it has a
significant effect on film thickness (in this case nearly halving it) but not
to the extent of changing the lubr ication regime .

The interference on the seal will vary continuously throughout its life as
wear occurs , and although the range given above is for reasonable design limits,

• in practice I may approach zero. No solutions have been undertaken in this
region but it should be noted that film thickness does not grow indefinitely with
decreasing I $ except when P — 0 , because a load is still provided by system
pressure. The pressure component thus forms an ever greater proportion of the
load as wear takes place .

No attempt has been made to quantify the changes in the seal profile, or
to investigate them systematically: Fig .25 merely shows a plot of if against
110 for profiles I and 2 of Fig.7. Smell changes in profile produce small but
significant changes in film thickness, in this case of the order of JO per cent.
Since the profil. varies circuaferentially around the seal this suggests that
experimentally a variation in measured film thickness is to be expected between
different portions of the seal lip. The curve for profile I shows a slight

discontinuity when the solu t ion mode changes .

5.6 Chang s in seal geometry

The large number of geometrical variables makes a systematic study of
their inf luence impracticable over the entire range of possible designs . Each
dimension in turn was ther efore varied about the value correspondi ng to seal B ,
and its performance calculated for the operating values : U — 5 X 10~~~;
P — 6.85 ~ 1O~~

; C — 2060; f — 1 .42 x to 3; profiLe 2 was assumed .

Curve I of Pig.26 shows the effec t of changing the thickness of the seal
lip at the free end . Increasing t 1/L increases the f i lm thickness
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significantly, and W changes from 1.16 to 1 .24 x IO~~ as t 1IL varies from

0 .027 to 0 .047: for seal B , t 1IL — 0.04 . The increase in H0 which can be

realized by changing t 1IL is limited by assembly problems , since norma l

stress along the contact is proportional to t and i

The figure also shows in curve 2 that a smal l increase in film thickness
can be obtained by thickening the root of the seal. This is to be expected,

• since it stiffens the shell and allows more of the load to be borne by hoop

• stress. In general, therefore, thickening the seal material increases film

thickness; however, it seems likely that an opt imum exists and that too thick

a seal will affect the value of % adversely.
• Increasing the step height from L IL — 0.011 , as in seal B, to 0.013

* decreases ~~ from 3.19 x 10 to 3.09 x JO . Although this effect  is

negligible , the trend is again to increase film thickness by increasing the
amount of material on the seal .

An important variable is the ratio L 1 /L ; reducing this leads to an

appreciable increase in film thickness, see Fig.27. Reducing L 1/L decreases

the load on the oil film up to a point; as it is reduced still further, however,

elastic forces begin to increase the load again, and the result is an optimum

value for maximum film thickness. This is clearly demons~rated by the figure .

The position of this opt imum would certa inly depend on the value of other
dimensions : in par ticular , thickening of the seal will increase the relative
impor tance of elastic forces. The value of L J /L is 0 .717 for seal B .

Fig.28 shows the effect of changing the radius of the seal; this does not

appear to be an important parameter .

A simple rule can be devised f or scal ing a seel up or down in size:

provided that the relative proportions, including 1 , remain constant the only
• 

. dim’~ sionless group which is affected is if (since L changes). From Fig. 18,

varies roughly proportionally to ii . Thus to a first approximation

0 or h0 —.~~
—

Hence the actual f i lm thickn ess remains virtually constant for a given set of

operating parameters when the seal is scaled up or down in size .
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5.7 Leakage and fr iction

For completeness Fig.29 shows dimensionless leakage and friction plotted

against speed parame ter , and Fig.30 shows them plotted against pressure para-

meter. From the purely theoretical poin t of view there is little to be said

• about these quantities; a fuller discussion will be deferred until the section

on experimenta l results and to the comparison between theory and experiment.

5.8 Sumeary of theoretical results

( I )  Film thickness H.~ varies approximately linearly with speed. At low
values of if mode IV solutions are obtained ; there is a transition to mode II
at higher speed and a fur ther gradual change to mode III as U increases still
further .

(2) Pressure peaks are predic ted . These become more pronounced with decreas-
ing speed.

(3) H~ varies inversely with system pressure . Automatic solutions could not

be obtained at very low pressures.

(4) H
0 increases with increasing values of materials parametet C ; because

of the limited range of C , however , this parameter does not a f fec t  the f i lm
thickness to the same extent as speed or system pressure .

(5) Film thickness varies inversely with interference.

(6) No way of quantifying profile changes is considered, and all that can be
said is that changes in the seal profile modify the film thickness; for the
profiles considered, the variation in H0 is about 10 per cent.

(7) Thickening the seal material increases H
~ 
, but whether or not an optimum

exists has not been determined.

(8) There is an optimum value of L
1
/L for a maximum

(9) ~~ decreases with the ratio R/L

(JO) If the entire seal is scaled up or down , the actual f i lm thickness h0 is
virtually unchanged if values of the operationa l parameters remain the same .
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6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

Experimental results are presented for systematic variations in operating
parameters and for some variation in seal geometry. The range of theoretical
operating parameters considered in the previous sections was chosen to correspond

to the range of practical conditions; hence the experimental results cover the

same operating region . Variations of seal geometry, however, were not possible
in the experiments to the same extent as in the theory; reasons for this will be
given in section 6.6. For reasons discussed in section 3.5 only outstrokes have

been considered except in section 6.7, where instroke friction is also quoted

briefly. Unless otherwise stated, the depression of the capacitance probe by
pressure is taken into account .

6.2 Variation of speed parameter

The range of speed parameter covered at 22°C is from about 6 x io
I2  

to

3 x lo ll 
using DP47 fluid and from 3.5 x 10 11 to 1.4 x using OMI6O.

• Fig.31 shows a family of measured film shapes at 6.89MPa system pressure

and at different values of ii ; actual speeds are also given. Because two
different fluids are used the materials parameter also varies (from 2060 for

DP47 to 3030 for 0M 160) . The corresponding pressure distributions are given in

Pig.32; they are all in mode II . Aft er recording fi lm thickness the jack rod
was rotated before measuring pressure so that readings were taken with the
pressure probe in the same position relative to the seal lip as the capacitance
probe prior to rotation .

Fig.33 st~~ arizes the variation of film thickness with speed at this
pressure .

6.3 Variation of system pressure

Fig .34 shows a family of measured film profiles over a range of system
pressures and at a speed parameter value of 5 10*11 • The pressure has an
appreciable influence on the shape of the film and the minimum f i lm thicknesses.
At I3.~ 1Pa distortion is very large, and it was concluded that this was about

• the maximum pressure for which this sea l was suitable . Vig.35 shows the
observed pressure distribut ions corresponding to the film shapes of Pig.34. The
basic features do not chang. significantly with sys tem pressure . Fig.36 shows

the maximum film thickness and the inlet minimum film thickness plotted against

• 
•
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pressure, sumearizing Fig.34; it should be noted that at the highest pressure the
to tal depression of the capacitance probe (see section 3.3) is about 2.75pm.
The inlet minimum film thickness is obtained as the difference between an apparent
film thickness of 2.9511m and a probe depression of 2.75um; the value of inlet
film thickness quoted at this pressure is thus subject to significant errors.

6.4 Change of solution mode

All the results for seal B correspond to mode II except at zero system
pressure, when mode I is also obtained over some portions of the lip. With

seal A, all four modes were observed; of particular interest is the existence of
two modes under the same operating conditions. Fig.37 shows film profiles on

two different stroking cycles, and modes II and IV are clearly discernible (see
section 4 .!). This situa tion occurs very infrequently, and is observed some—
times over a limited speed range on the first stroke of the rod , or when speed
has been reduced during the stroke. Subsequent strokes give mode II lubrication .

The existence of two lubrication modes is predicted theoretically, and it
is interesting to be able to obtain similar behaviour experimentally. The

phenomenon is of little practical significance, however, as the existence of an
alternative lubrication mode does appear to be a rather freak occurrence.

6.5 Variation of materials_parameter

The most convenient way to vary ~ is to change a by using a different
oil; unfortunately this means dismantling the seal and jack rod , which prevents
repeatability. It is found theoretically that changing the oil from DP47 to

011160 makes little difference to the film thickness at the same value of ii ;
experimentally, possible changes in film thickness caused by reassembly would
tend to mask those due to the variation of a • No attempt was therefore made

to assess the effect of the materials parameter experimentally.

6.6 Seal geometry

The two seals A and I were nominally identical, and ware found to have the
same qualitative performance (for example , the same hydrodynamic modes with
similar oil film shapes). However, small manufacturing imperfections and the
resulting differences between the seals gave different quantitative behaviour .
It is felt to be impossibl, to make two seals to within sufficiently close
tolerances that their precise behaviour is the same . It follows that it is
impossible to determine the quantitative effect of geometry changes by making a
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series of seals of slightly different dimensions: the effect of unwanted

variations in geometry would be inseparable from that of the deliberate
variations. All that was done, therefore, was to change an existing seal.

Seal A was modified by removing metal from the outside (atmospheric) edge
of the lip at the step, thereby reducing L and increasing the length of the
unsupported section. Fig.38a shows the film thickness and pressure distribution

c at a system pressure of 6.89MPa, and Fig.38b at 13.8MPa, both with the lip length

L reduced from 7.62me to 5.03ma .

At 6.89MPa pressure the conditions in the contact were qualitatively the

same as before , although the unsupported section did deflect towards the rod and
the minimum f i lm thicknesses were smaller . At 13.8MP a the pressure load ing was
too great and the unsupported section of the seal was forced into contact with
the rod. Some of the pressure drop then occurred across this point of contact.
When the seal was removed for inspection, scuff ing was evident in this region.

When the length L was reduced fur ther to 2.S4imn no pressure or oil f i lm
were recorded, and it was concluded that elastohydrodynamic lubrication had
ceased.

6.7 Leakage and frict ion

For a fundamental study of seal behaviour these two parameters are not of
great importance; theoretically they are derived from more basic hydrodynamic

parameters, and experimentally they are difficult to measure. For practical

applications, however, leakage and friction are crucial , and it is theref ore
interesting to compare the behaviour of the metal seal with that of a conven-
tional elastomeric type.

Direct measurement of leakage is inaccurate and requires prolonged
testing22. However , when pressure and film thickness are available leakage can
be calculated from the relationship

Uh
0• Q —y.

• Fig.39 shows how th is quasi —experimenta l leakage varies with speed at
• 6.89MPa pressure and for the two different  test fluids. Fig.4O shows these

results replot~ed to demonstrate how leakage would vary with temperature at a
constant stroking speed of lOOma/s using DP47 as the working fluid . It is

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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assumed that outstrokes and instrokes take the same time and that there is no
instroke lubrication : that is , no leaked fluid is carried back into the test
cylinder .

The leakage of the metal seal is obtained as a flowrate, but SBAC and

NIL—Specs stipulate that leakage should not exceed one drop eve~y 25 stroking
cycles. This is difficult to convert to a flowrate with any accuracy, since
many assumptions are involved; the range lml/h to lOml/h has been taken as a
satisfactory leakage level, and corresponds to a range of from low to acceptably
high leakage. Comparison with the results of Field and Nau’4 at room temperature
for a conventional square section rubber seal (also using the film thickness to
calculate leakage) shows that the metal seal leaks less; this is to be expected
since the rubber seal always gives thicker films under similar operating
conditions. How the two types of seal would compare at other temperatures is
uncertain, because the mechanical properties of rubber vary with temperature.
Instroke lubrication would reduce the leakage of all seals still further.

Final jud gement on the leakage performance of the metal seal cannot be
made on the basis of simplified exper iments but must await endurance testing in
a service environment. Comparison with rubber seals under similar conditions
suggests, however, that leakage will not be a problem.

Fig.41a shows the variation of measured outstroke friction with speed and
system pressure for seal B; instroke friction at zero system pressure is also
shown . The general form of these curves is characteristic of hydrodynamic
lubrication, but a fuller discussion of their shape will be deferred until
section 7.3, where they are compared with theoretical friction. It should be
rem bered that these friction values are for two seals, the presence of the
labyrinth seal being neglected. These fr ict ion values are extremely low, and

certainly acceptable fro. the practical point of view.

Also shown in Pig.41b are the corresponding curves for seal A, with
L — 5.O~~~. At 6.89MPa the behaviour is similar to before, but at 13.8MPa the
shap. of the curve is quite different , and this suggests that some transition
region betv~en boundary and elastohydrodynamic lubrication has been reached .

This deduc t ian is consistent with the observation of scuff ing under these
• 

i conditions.

Breakou t fric t ion , that is , the force required to initiate stroking, was
also measured . Such measurements were difficult to make accurate ly because of

1 ~~~~~

‘ 

•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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their transient nature, and repeatability was poor . As a rough guide, the

breakout friction at a given pressure usually exceeded the dynamic friction by

up to 100 per cent, the precise amount being dependent on the stroking speed.
This order of breakout friction would be acceptable in practice.

6.8 Sumeary of experimental results

The main experimental findings may be suninar ized as follows:

( 1) A hydrodynamic film of lubricant exists between the seal and jack rod on

outatrokes; on instrokes such a film is only observed at high speed when no
system pressure is applied to the seal.

(2) Film thickness is highly speed—dependent; if the depression of the
capacitance probe is taken into account , the inlet minimum film thickness I is

• roughly proportional to

• (3) The maximum film thickness increases, and the minimum decreases, with
increasing system pressure. Considerable distortion of the seal is evident

due to pressure .

(4) Shortening the contact lip in relation to the overall length of the seal
reduces the film thickness and results in large deflections of the shell.

Hydrodynamic lubrication ceases with further shortening of the contact.

(5) The sliding friction is low by conventional seal standards.

(6) Quasi—experimental values of leakage deduced from film thickness measure-
ments are also low; confirmation of this by measuring actual leakage awaits

endurance testing.

(7) The different modes of lubrication examined theoretically are observed
• in the oil film under the seal.

(8) As predicted theoretically, two different hydrodynamic lubrication modes
y exist under the same operatin g conditions.

7 C01~ k&IS0N BETWEEN THE~~.Y AND EZP~~tU4EN~

7.1 Preuure and film shape

Jig.42 compares theoretical and experimental pressure distributions and
fil, profile.; the theoretical results both of pressure and film thickness have

been modified to account for the finite resolving power of the transducers in
th. axial direction. Both sets of results have the same basic features, and the
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agreement was considered fair, particularly in view of some of the uncertainties

about seal, dimensions. At other speeds or pressures the comparison of these

shapes is similar to Fig.42 until changes of node occur in the theoretical
solution; direct comparison of the profiles then becomes impossible . However,

the theoretical model is certainly capable of reproducing the unusual features
of the experimental measurements over a significant part of the speed range.

7.2 Variation of f i lm  thickness with speed and pressure

Pig .43 shows a comparison between theoretical and experimental values of

inlet and ximum film thicknesses at different speeds. Because the solution

mode changes at low speed , the theoretical curve for the inlet minimum has been

extrapolated into this region and is shown as a dotted line. The maximum film

thicknsss is also shown dotted where the solution is in the fourth mode. Note

that at the higher end of the speed range the transition from mode II to mode

III is marked by a crossover of and H1 . The transition between 0M 160

and DP47 fluids is indicated by a discontinuity in the curves , which are for

different values of C on either side of the transition. In the experimental

points allowance is made both for the depression of the capacitance probe and

its finite resolving power in the direction of stroking. The slope of the lines

is in fair agreement, but the measured minimum film thicknesses are lower than

those calculated. It has been shown theoretically that film thickness is quite

sensitive to geometrical factors such as lip thickness and interference, which
are difficult to measure, and vary arou nd the seal . Thus by assuming errors in

measurement and inserting different seal dimensions into the theoretical
calculations the theoretical curve could , if desired, be made to correspond
e~~ctly with the experimental points . It can be inferred from sections 5.5 and

5.6 that the d imensional changes required to achieve this would be small.

Fig.44 shows the change in film thickness with pressure at a speed of

U — 5 x lo~~ Comparison of results here is difficult because h0 
cannot be

measured experimentally and because the required minimum film thickness is only

available theoretically when the solution is in the second or third mode. The

theoretical values of IL0 have been plotted together with the inlet minimum
film thickness , where available.

Once again, although the absolute values are different where direct
comparison of inlet film thickness is possible , and although the experimental
results are sparse, the trends of the curves are qualitatively similar.
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7.3 Leakage and friction

Because leakage was not measured directly, agreement between theoretical
and experimental values depends on agreement between film thicknesses.

Particularly at high speeds, therefore, the predictions of leakage are likely
to be as accurate as experimental values deduced from film thickness; a
comparison has already been made between theoretical and experimental film
thicknesses.

Fric tion, however, was measured directly, and Fig.45 shows a comparison
of friction values. The experimental results include the friction of the laby-
rinth seal , and are averaged around the circumference since it is impossible to
isolate the friction contribution of a particular segment of the seal lip. The
completely theoretical values of friction are shown as a line, and the points
which are indicated as being derived from measured film thicknesses are obtained
from the relationship

2irRLUy-~0F —  h

where h is the in let minimum film thickness.

Agreement is not good between the theoretical and experimental curves .
At low stroking speeds the absolute magnitudes differ by about a factor of two;
this could perhaps be accounted for by the friction component due to the

labyrinth seal and circumferential variations in film thickness . However, as
• speed increases the experimental friction increases but the theoretical

friction remains fairly constant, and the two curves therefore diverge .
Friction which increases thus with speed may in general be consistent with

• hydrodynamic lubrication — the slope depends upon the relationship between
• speed and film thickn ess. But in this case , where film thickness varies

approximately linearly with speed, the friction would be expected to remain
virtually constant . This is demonstrated by the friction calculated from
measured film thickness via the above equation . This is an approximate
relationship because it asst s a parallel oil film; nevertheless, the general
behaviour of these points more nearly resembles that of the theoretica l curve
than that of the directly-measured friction . The linear relationship between
film thickness and speed does not depend upon assumptions concerning profile ,
interfere nce, etc., used in the theoret ical calculations , and the discrepancy
between the slopes of the friction curves cannot therefore be due to these
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factors. It therefore seems likely that the oil film is not wholly hydrodynamic
and that some asperity contact takes place. This is visible experimentally as

electrical breakd own on the film thickness traces.

It should be mentioned that the agreement between theory and experiment on
friction is better for metal seals than for elastomers. The relatively thick

films associated with elastomers give friction values due to viscous shear alone
which are an order of magnitude or more below the measured values: this is also
thought to be due to asperity contact’4.

In conclusion , the agreement between predicted and measured friction is
poor , and it seems likely that this is due to localized breakdown of the hydro—
dynamic lubricant film; nevertheless , the actual friction values are acceptthle
for practical applications.

7.4 Total load

Table 3 shows a comparison between theoretica l and experimental values
of dimensionless load and actual load on the oil film at different  values of
speed parameter . The se figures were obtained by integrating the pressure
distributions. Agreement is very close despite the fact that at U — 2 x

and ii — 10 11 the theoretical solutions are mode IV and the measured

distributions are mode II.

Table 4 shows the var iat ion of load paramster with system pressure at
constant speed. Once aga in agreement between theory and experiment is good , and
this suggests that the pressure distributions are known fairly accurately. The

result marked with an asterisk is for if — IO~~ and DP47 fluid, whereas the

other results are for ~i — 5 x 1o~~ and 0NI60. This is because the

appropriate theoretical solution was not avail able at — ~~ 1O~~~ . iiowever ,
load does not change a great deal with speed , and it is useful to quote this
result for comparison purposes.

7.5 ~~~~~~~~on

~ien Judging the comparison between theoretical and experimental results

it is important to ask the question: doe. the theoretical model repr oduce the
basic behaviour of the seal with sufficient accuracy for the model to be used
as a tool in the understanding of seal performance, even though there are
discrepancies betwee n results obtained by calculation and observation?

I
: 

~~~

•

•~
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In some instances agreement between theory and experiment is very good,
particularly considering the unreliability of the geometrical data . For
example, pressure distributions agree well , and the variation of film thickness
with speed and pressure is predicted reasonably accurately . In other cases the
agreement is poor . The effects of inaccuracies in the manufac ture of the sea l

• have been tentatively advanced to account for some of these discrepancies . These
imperfections mean that input data f or the calculations are not truly representa-
tive of the seal , meaning that whilst the way in which film thickness varies may
be correctly predicted, absolute values may not , and also that certain
experimental effects such as averaging of the film thickness are observed . By

making suitable assumption s about the magnitude of these inaccuracies the
• differ ences between theory and experiment could be largely eliminated.

The essence of the problem i~ that a fully controlled experiment is not

• practicable , since a seal cannot be manufactured to the accuracy required for
such an exercise . Obviously one method of testing a theory is to set up a
simplified model experiment in vhLch all the relevant parameters are known.
This is valid only when th . initial assumptions are similar in both the real
problem and the model . It will be argued below that the elastohydrodynamic

conditions are a function of the seal geometry, awl that the only way to

reproduce them is in a seal; simplifying the geometry would merely establish

that the correct governing equations had been selected for the model without
reproducing the unusual conditions in the seal.

• Given that a fully controlled experiment is not feasible, that agreement

between theory and experiment is nevertheless fairly good, and that plausible

hypotheses have been advanced to account for discrepancies which do occur, it is

felt that the theoretical model is adequate for exploring the behaviour of the
j seal . The considerable effort needed to overcome some of the possible sources

of inaccuracy described was not considered worthwhile.

8 DISCUSSION

• The first experimental results were obtained before any real progress had

been made with the theory. It was evident both that the seal, performance was
- 

• unsatisfactory and that its unusual fea tures could not be explained without a
theoretical model; such an explanation was an essential prerequisite to the
elimination of undesir able characteristics and the design of a better seal .

S
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No explanation has yet been offered as to why the oil film boundary
should deform into an arched or bowed profile — intuitively it would be expected
that the maximum deflection would occur somewhere near the maximum pressure: in
fact the minimum deflection occurs at that point. Another problem is the cause
of the pressure spike; although it looks similar to those calculated for some
rolling contacts it behaves differently, becoming more pronounced as speed
decreases. Finally, the lack of instroke lubrication is a serious shortcoming
not having an obvious cause such as inlet starvation . The following arguments
are postulated to explain these features.

The arched shape of the oil film is calculated using a complicated set of
equations which give little intuitive guidance, but there is a simple physical
explanation. Assume that the rod is stationary and there is no oil film under
the seal. System pressure acting on the unsupported shell between the lip and
the housing causes the shell to deflect towards the rod; this also happens owing
to the interference fit between the seal and the rod . At the outside , or
atmospheric , edge of the contact the seal and rod are touching . In the actual
contact region, therefore , continuity of slope requires the seal to deflect away
from the rod. Towards the free end hoop stress and pressure loading provide a
restoring force which deflects the seal inwards, and the overall result is an
arched profile. This will be modified by hydrodynamic pressure when the rod is
stroked and an oil film begins to form, but a similar reasoning still applies.

In dry contact conditions, when the seal and rod are touching, the load is
therefore especially heavy at the atmospheric edge of the lip. As an oil film
forms, a high pressure must be present at this point to support the local load
awl separate the sliding surfaces: hence the pressure spike. The spike is thus
primarily due to the elastic stresses in the contact which are in turn the result
of the seal geometry. The high pressure only increases the oil viscosity by a
factor of about two; the corresponding viscosity increase in a disk machine in
conditions in which a pressure spike is observed is several orders of magnitude.
Although the causes of this spike be tween the disks cannot strictly be divorced
from the elasticity equations and the contact geometry, it only occur s when the
influence of pressu re on viscosity is large , and is thus primarily due to the
exponential variation of viscosity with pressure . For a hypothetical isoviscous
fluid , no pressure spike is predi cted . For the seal , on the other hand, the
predicted pressure spike changes little for an isoviscous fluid . The peak
increases with decreasing speed and film thickness as the value of hydrodynamic
pressure approaches th. dry contact stress more nearly .
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The failure to form a lubricating film on instrokes is also related to
contact stress. To support the high local load near the outside edge of the

contact the hydrodynamic pressure nslst be high, but fall off rapidly to
a tmospheric at the end of the contact. The theoretical and experimental results
show that th is happens during outstrokes , where the outside edge of the seal
corresponds to the oil film outlet. There is thus a large negative pressure

gradient at the outlet. Were an instroke film to form, a pressure peak would be

required in the same position to support the local load • There would thus be
a steep pressure gradient at the inlet and this would be the factor determining

The steeper th. pressure gradient the smaller the corresponding value of

h0 . Thus the heavy local loading at the atmospheric edge of the lip restricts

h0 . 
(I t is now clear why a differentiation has been made between pressure

peaks caused by pressure—dependent viscosity and those due to seal geometry:

in a disk machine the spike always appears at the outlet, and reversal of the

disk motion has no effect, but in the seal the position of the spike is fixed.)

It has been shown that the basic shape of the seal, and the way in which
• it is loaded under pressure, are responsible for the local load concentration,

which in turn causes the somewhat unusual and unsatisfactory behaviour . It is

possible to interpret the performance of the early seals in the light of this.
The ratio L 11L was sometimes over 4 (flexibility was then thought to be an
advantage), as opposed to the value of about 0.7 for seals A and B. k~ressure

acting on the shell thus caused an enormous load at the outlet edge , and it is

probable that the shell was forced into contact with the rod at higher pressures.
Seals A and B are, of course, an improvement ; but although a change in performance

can be realized by modifying some of the dimensions, the heavy loading at a
critical point is still an obstacle to any significant improvements such as
limiting the distortion or instroke lubrication .

Given the unsatisfactory features of the seal , some of which were apparent
from early experimental evidence, it is pertinent to ask whether there was any
point in proceeding with such a detailed study as has been described. The
answer is that a seal which exhibits elastohydrodynamic lubrication can, what—
ever its shortcomings, be used as a vehicle to study metal seals in depth . The

results of this study have determined the root causes of these shortcomings and

enabled methods of eliminating them to be devised . The improvements sought are
• to reduce the excessive distortion, allowing higher system pressure s, to reduce

local stress concentrations and hydrodynamic pressure peaks, and to obtain
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instroke lubrication . A possible means of achieving these objects haa been
devised , and is discussed in the next section .

It would be useful to obtain some confirmation of the results from previous
elastohydrodynamic work . The physics of the problem is simpler for a metal than

a rubber seal: absorption of oil , incompressibility of the rubber, variation in

elastic prop erties , etc.,  do not occur with metals. Mathematically, however ,
the metal seal is more complex, requiring more sophisticated methods both for
finding the elastic deflections and solving (in the sense of finding the

appropriate roots of) the hydrodynamic equations. A direct, quantitative compari-

son between metal seals and other types of elastic contact is impossible: condi—
tions in the metal seal are unique .

For future work the obvious problem is to tackle the design of a new seal

(see section 9) .  Having obtained a seal which operates satisfactorily in the

hydrodynami c regime, the question of applying a suitable coating to the lip so
that it operates successfully in conditions where the boundary lubrication

regime is unavoidable must be considered. The high friction and wear of the

original seals (in which hydrodynamic conditions were not attained) has been

attributed to poor load distribution along the seal lip . A more even distribu-

tion of this load to promote hydrodynaaic conditions would tend to reduce local

loadings and reduce friction and wear problems; thus the remedy for poor elasto—

hydrodynamic lubrication would also benefit the boundary regime . A promising

possibility for improving boundary lubrication still further is a dry bearing

material bonded to the inside of the lip in place of silver plating.

The hypotheses based on existing results which have been advanced to
explain the seal behaviour will be tested by the redesigned seal. The theoretical

• problems associated with the new design are expected to be less, and the
instrumented jack rod can be used to verify the predictions. If the desired

sea l characteristics are attained then work on endurance testing may begin.

The final conclusion is that whilst elastohydrodynamic lubrication can
exist in the metal seals which were studied, with beneficial effects, the
necessary conditions are frequently not met . The results of this work indicate
why this is so, and how to remedy this; it is probable that , as a result , an
improved seal with satisfactory siastohydr odynamic performa nce can be designed .
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9 AN IMPROVE) DESIGN OF METAL SEAL

The aim is to eliminate the high local stress at the instroke inlet and to

distribute the load caused by interference and pressure loading more evenly along

the contact: Fig.46 illustrates a method of achieving this. Fig.46a shows a

section of part of the seal; the shell tapers fairly steeply towards the free

end , and the length of the contact lip is no longer defined by a step . In

Fig.46b the same seal section is shown in contact with a jack rod; they are an

interference fit. If the taper is correct, the stress will rise gently at the

instroke inlet , though care will be needed to prevent excessive stress at the

outstroke inlet. As pre ssure is applied in Fig.46c , the extra load forces

a greater proportion of the shell into contact with the rod, giving a greater
load—bearing area , and the taper prevents the local stress from rising too

quickly. This gentle rise in stress will tend to encourage the establishment of

an instroke oil film, and prevent the large deflections awl ‘arching ’ which

occurred in the original seal design.

The exact degree of tapering and in terference required to obtain a smooth

change in contact stress can be calculated using the f ini te  element computer

subroutines already developed during this work. It seems likely that there

will be an optimum shell thickness and taper for a particular system pressure ,
and that therefore seals will be designed for a particular operating pressure.
The full elastohydrodynamic computer program can be used to make predictions of

the pressure distribution and film thickness under the seal. If the redesign

has the expected result, the theoretical problem will be simpler than the one

already solved for the existing type of seal: a near—parallel film with a

single—peaked pressure distribution should be obtained . Once a satisfactory

design has been arrived at, the predictions can be checked by manufacturing a

• seal and testing it using the instrumented jack rod . If these tests indicate

that the lubrication is satisfactory, that is, that instroke lubrication occurs
and gross distortion has been eliminated , then it should be possible to begin
testing metal seals in a practical way to ascertain their leakage, fric tion,
life, and so on; it is on these quantities that the usefulness of the final
design must ultimately be judged .

tO CONCLUSION S

An instrumented jac k rod has been constructed which is capable of measuring
pressure distribution and oil film thickness under a metal seal, and experimental
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results have been obtained over a range of operating parameters. Theoretical

work has used the finite element method to calculate the deflections of the seal
and successfully integrated this into an automatic iterative elastohydro—
dynamic solution on a digital computer.

There is reasonable agreement between theoretical and experimental results.
Using the theoretical model it is possible to predict the response of film
thickness to changes in the dimensions of the seal and to variations in the

operating parameters.

The understanding of seal behaviour gained from this work has helped to

explain the shortcomings of the existing seal design and the theoretical model

can be used to explore new seal designs.
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Table I

D IMENS IONS OF TEST SEAL B

L 
- 

L 1 L2 t 1 t2 R i

7.62 5.46 0 .083j O.305 

~ 

1.0 1 15.827 0.0108

All dimens ions are in me; i is the radial interference between
the seal and jack rod; other parameters are defined in Fig.1•

Table 2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES CF TEST FWIOS AT 22°C

Fluid Absolute viscosity Relative Pressure coefficient Relative
N s m 2 density nm2 N t permittivity

DP47 0.082 1 .04 2) 2.891
• 0M160 0.43 0 .90 30 2.327

Diesel 0.0039 0.84 ~30 2.230
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Table 3
THEORETICAL £11) ERPERD(ENrAL VALUES OF LOAD PARAMETER AT D IITERENT SPEW) S

Seal B; p 6.89MPa

Speed Theoretical load Experimental load Experimental loadFluid parameter parameter parameter

v/N a t

0M160 10 10 1 .14 x IO~~ 1 .22 tO
4 

8.24 x IO~

~Il6O 5 x 1 .07 x 10~~ 1 .16 * IO~~ 8,2 ) x 1O 4

DP47 2 ~ )O~~~ 1 .07 x 10~~ 1 .16 x I0’
~ 8.20 x IO~

DP47 1O~~ 1 .05 ~ l0~~ 1 .11 x IO~~ 8.07 x

Table 4
THEORETICAL AM) EXPERD1EII1~AL VALUES (7 LOAD PARAMETER AT DIFFERENT

SYST~~I nua~us
Seal 3; 17 — 5 * l0~~ ; fluid 0M1 60

Pressure Theoretical load Experimental load Experimental loadp parameter parameter
MPa v/N m 1

13.9 2.08 )O~~ 2.21 1O~~ 1 .49 I0~
6.69 1 .07 l0~

’ 1.16 1O’~ 8.21

0 *2.21 10~~ I .90 I0~~ I .28

* See text, page 34
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SThIOLS

C , C~ dimensionless seal profile c/L

c , c1 seal profile

c vector representing seal profile having elements c~
D global stiffness matrix

E elastic modulus of seal or rod
F seal friction

P dimensionless friction F/EL

f vector of nodal forces

materials parameter aE
H, H1 dimensionless film thickness h/L

h~/L

h, h1 
film thickness

film thickness at which dp/dx — 0

h . minimum f i lm thicknessam
h maximum fi lm thickness

I dimensionless interference i/L

I0(x) modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero

• 11 (x) modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one

i radial interference between seal and rod
K compliance matrix

ku 
element of K matrix

L length of seal lip

length of shell

step height

l’• ~~ 
dimensionless pressure p/E

P di nslonless system pressure

~~~• 
pressure

p5 
system pressure

p0 atmospheric pressure

p vector of pressures
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SYMBOLS (concluded)

Q leakage per unit width

Q dimensionless leakage

ft radius of jack rod or seal
t seal thickness

seal thickness at free end

seal thickness at root

U jack strok ing speed
U dimensionless speed parameter ii0U/EL
u, u~ radial deflections at surface of jack rod

v , v. radial deflections t surface of seal

v vector of radial deflections at surface of seal

• dimensionless load v/EL

v load per unit width
X dimensionless distance along seal x/L
x distance along axis of symeetry of seal

viscosity—pressure coefficient

absolute viscosity

absolute viscosity at atmospheric pressure

v Poisson’s ratio

• • 

_ _ __
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